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ABSTRACT
The Dendritic Cell Algorithm (DCA) as one of the emerging evolutionary algorithms
is based on the behavior of the specific immune agents; known as Dendritic Cells
(DCs). DCA has several potentially beneficial features for binary classification prob-
lems. In this paper, we aim at providing a new version of this immune-inspired mech-
anism acts as a semi-supervised classifier which can be a defensive shield in network
intrusion detection problem. Till now, no strategy or idea has already been adopted
on the GetAntigen() function on detection phase, but randomly sampling entails the
DCA to provide undesirable results in several cycles in each time. This leads to un-
certainty. Whereas it must be accomplished by biological behaviors of DCs in tissues,
we have proposed a novel strategy which exactly acts based on its immunological
functionalities of dendritic cells. The proposed mechanism focuses on two items: first,
to obviate the challenge of needing to have a preordered antigen set for computing
danger signal, and the second, to provide a novel immune-inspired idea in order to
non-random data sampling. A variable functional migration threshold is also com-
puted cycle by cycle that shows necessity of the Migration threshold (MT) flexibility.
A significant criterion so called capability of intrusion detection (CID) used for tests.
All of the tests have been performed in a new benchmark dataset named UNSW-
NB15. Experimental consequences demonstrate that the present schema dominates
the standard DCA and has higher CID in comparison with other approaches found
in literature.
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1. Introduction
Evolutionary Computing (EC) as a subfield of artificial intelligence, can be defined
as a representative form of a family of algorithms inspired by the theory of biological
evolution. Among the EC schemas, a number of works have been presented based
on meta-heuristic algorithms like Partial Swarm Optimization (PSO), Ant Colony
Optimization (ACO), Krill Herd Algorithm (KHA) [1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 11] and Black
Hole Algorithm(BHA) [16] which can be mentioned. Ref.[12, 13, 14, 15] are including
works have focused on the Artificial immune system (AIS) field which is hot research
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topic for those issues where security is critical. AIS has most capabilities and give us
required motivation to use its methods in some complex problems. It is defined as a
computational paradigm that inspired by theoretical immune based principles and
techniques. Capability of pattern recognition of immune system is used to distinguish
between foreign cells entering the body, known as non-self-elements, and the body
own cells, known as the self-elements. This process called self and non-self-theory. It
is noted that Immune inspired methods cannot produce the same high performance as
the human immune system. Hence, a newer immunological, named the Danger Theory
(DT) as 2nd generation of AIS has been proposed. The DT is based on behavior of
specific immune cells called Dendritic cells (DCs). It clarifies that the immune system
looks for danger producing elements and events instead of discriminating between self
and non-self. So, an inspiration from the behavior of DCs caused to development of
a new bio-inspired algorithm named Dendritic Cell Algorithm (DCA). The DCA was
successfully applied to a wide range of applications in literature.
Many researchers have caught their attention to investigate behavior of DCs so as
to led to a variety of DCA versions aiming at improving the standard version of
the DCA [19, 20, 21, 23, 25]. Hence, this area is hot for research. In this paper,
we have focused on building dynamism for the migration threshold of DCs and so
propose a method for good sampling antigens by DCs to finally generate a novel
semi-supervised classifier. Also, the problem of requirement for making antigen set in
form of preordered to process Danger Signals has been solved. We followed two main
goals in this paper: First one is to utilize the CSM signal to make MT variable cycle
by cycle so as to provide a primary formula. Second one is to adopt a novel strategy
for radius of presenting by DCs to sample multiplied antigens non-randomly.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews literatures. In
the next section, preliminaries about the methods which we basically worked on
have been introduced. Section 4, presents our proposed system. Analyzing the
effectiveness of the proposed schema has been verified in Section 5 through experi-
ments. Last section draws a summary of this research paper and propose future works.
2. Related works
In recent proceedings of research studies, using AIS methods, especially the dendritic
cell algorithm (DCA), includes intrinsic capabilities so as to be a solution for anomaly
detection problems [17, 19, 18]. Various versions of the DCA has already been
presented in some works that each one has different pros and cons depending on the
type of problem [20, 21, 22]. Some investigations show that the DCA has potential
properties so as to be utilized for binary classification problems. In Ref.[20], Chelly
and Elouedi deeply study on summarizing the powerful characteristics of the DCA and
its applications. In this work, we see some advantages: first, almost all of approaches
for the DCA improvements and its limitations are evaluated and addressed well, and
second, it is good to utilize as a baseline for proposed hybrid methods. The classical
DCA has in excess of 10 parameters that employs many stochastic elements making
it difficult to analysis. So, deterministic version of the DCA (dDCA) [21] is another
option is formulated to help gain better insight into the underlying mechanism of the
DC. The dDCA, consists of a controllable number of parameters. Main disadvantage
of that is its failure on elevating deterministic performance at conditions that time
slices between attacks tend to be low. On the other hand, the dDCA shouldnt be used
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in networks with highly attacks. In this work, we used UNSW-NB15 dataset that is
much better than KDDCup99. This benchmark dataset consists of a various range of
attacks and normal traffics that rate of attacks to normal is balance.
Santanelli and et al in Ref.[19], work on problematic issue of input signals assessment
on the DCA. They optimize the probabilities of safe and danger signals using the GA.
The goal is to calculate psafe and pdanger values for the DCA that is their advantage.
The most important drawback is that the dataset is outdated. In Ref.[31] which is a
dissertation, authors investigate all of the key features of the DCA from two aspects
of theoretical and practical for its development. In this work, a base foundation
for investigating the signals calculation problem and preprocessing phase has been
introduced. This work gives us a good view for generating input signals manually
through dataset attributes which known as Knowledge of Experts (KoE). They also
study KoE to attempt to provide new functions by analyzing features of NSL-KDD
so as to find out three input signals, though stability on effectiveness of KoE is not
approved. For an instance, permutation of three values of count, srcbytes and dstbytes
from KDDCup99 can be set to three input signals: safe signal (SS), PAMP signal and
danger signal (DS). It can help us to inspire to provide ideas in signal assessment
phase of the DCA. In our work, we have used IG method for signal generation from
dataset. Our default approach to process three input signals (PAMP, SS and DS) is
based on two mean or median criteria were also been analyzed.
A Cloud based algorithm presented for intrusion detection in Ref.[25] inspires of
decentralized behavior of dendritic cells to implement the DCA on cloud. The goal is
to make a decentralized mechanism for DC so as to model its activities completely
similar to DCs activities. The important advantage of this work is that cloud
environment can be very beneficial for developing DCA basis functionalities which
is a challenge due to the demands of huge memory capacity. In Ref. [29], author
focuses on dendritic cell algorithm limitation when coping with very large datasets.
She proposes a distributed version of the DCA based on MapReduced framework.
In Ref.[34], an efficient distributed DCA is proposed based on partitioning the DCA
processes into elementary tasks, and tested with 360 million antigens. In Ref.[33],
the challenge of the context assessment phase is obviated by integrating the K-means
algorithm to the DCA in order to map the DCA cumulative semi-mature and mature
context values into two clusters. Although used dataset (KDDCup99) is very old, the
proposed approach is competitive compared with other commonly used classifiers.
However, its performance is not guaranteed especially when traffic is online and
change rapidly overtime.
Ref.[32] is very significant because it focuses on input signal generation challenge. It
utilizes fuzzy logic to map from the input space to the output space. In this work,
KDDCup99 is applied for input signal generation. Selected features for each DCA
input signal (input space) are as follows: count and srv count for Danger Signal,
logged in, srv different host rate and dst host count for Safe Signal and serror rate,
srv serror rate, same srv rate, dst host serror and dst host rerror rate for PAMP. This
article gives us a good instance of how to get input signals from originally dataset. In
work [30], they work on optimizing weight function of the DCA that is a problem.
They use genetic algorithm to generate optimized set of weights. For knowing how
the DCA works, Ref.[21] as a prerequisite can be very beneficial. Regarding literature,
neither of works introduce ideas to do preordering of antigen set, or to work on
non-random data sampling. So, we addressed it well in our work. In the proposed
IDS, dataset as antigen set is firstly divided into some sections known as the cell
tissues based on two nominal attributes of protocol-service. In each cell tissue, each
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DC presents antigens (network traffic records) which have overlapping with them into
its coverage. Each DC may cover one or more antigens and vice versa.
3. Preliminaries
3.1. Dendritic cell algorithm
The Danger Theory (DT) as the latest immunological theory firstly proposed by
Matzinger in 1994 [19]. The DT is an inspiration from the behavior of special im-
mune cells inside body called the dendritic cells (DCs). Mediators of various immune
responses, they are actually rapid messengers between innate and adaptive IS. Sim-
ilar to NSA, the DT is also capable of discriminating between self-and non-self, but
the main difference is that it looks for danger-producing elements and circumstances
by assessing signals reflected from healthy cell tissues (safe) or injured ones. (Fig.1 )
Thus, the DT declares distinguishing antigens as safe and non-safe by IS while also as
self and non-self.
Figure 1. Dendritic cells migration procedure
The DCA is an abstract model of behavior of DCs. It is a kind of AIS that is based on
the DT concept. Its process includes four phases: preprocessing, detection, context as-
sessment, classification (Fig.2). Alg.4 at appendix also shows its original pseudo code.
But, how does it work?
In body organism, each cell informs its safety status to nearest dendritic cells by
signaling. They are absolutely like guardians that their task is to oversee tissues that
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means checkup 1, not surgery. When an antigen (Agi) breaches to cell tissues by
skin, it probably harms them that its outcome leads to destruction. Injured and
dead cells send danger/PAMP signals to immature DCs for assessment. This pro-
cess called signal assessment is one of serious phases of the DCA. Signals sent from
healthy/injured cells (considered as suspicious antigens) are received by some of DCs
(DCj = DC1, DC2, ..., DCm). On the other hand, n antigens with signals from all cat-
egories (SS, DS, and PAMP 2) must be presented by population of m dendritic cells 3
(distributed data sampling phase). The process of calculating input signals has been
described in Ref. [20] in details. Calculating the cumulative output signals is also ac-
complished by presenter DCs. When pervaded Agi is sampled by a subset of DCs, they
are stimulated into rest which have no chance for monitoring it. These stimulations
lead to the assignment of cell-contexts to DCs. At the end, immature DCj will have
two cumulative values include semi-mature and mature in addition to cumulative CSM
value that cause DCj to be able to stop monitoring and migrate if CSM exceeds MT;
Otherwise, immature DCj continues sampling antigens. Migrated DCs go to activate
lymphocytes so that captured antigens are operated so better than past.
Figure 2. The DCA process, taken by Ref.[20]
According to Fig.2, the preprocessing phase involves two primary steps: At first, the
most important attributes from the gold data (train set) are selected and then, each
attribute is mapped to an appropriate signal category. An immunological definition
for input signals has been stated by Ref.[20]. Two current methods to assess input
signals are feature selection and knowledge of experts (KoE). Both of them have key
challenges. Dimensional reduction deals with selecting the best optimum subset among
2n possible subsets of features that is an NP-hard problem, and success of the second
technique also relies on the traffic flow and how to be analyzed by information security
scientists so as to find most significant features to map to signals categorization. So,
we can say that success of the DCA has a direct relationship with obtained signals,
and this is an open problem. The weighted sum equation illustrates how the input
signals are processed. It is defined as follows: (Taken by Ref.[20]):
C =
[(WPAMP ×
∑
i PAMPi) + (WSS ×
∑
i SSi) + (WDS ×
∑
iDSi)]
(WPAMP +WSS +WDS)
× 1 + Inf
2
(1)
Where, C|CSM,smDC,mDC| , Inf is the inflammation signal which is assumed 1, and
1In computational perspective, checking up is accomplished by four functions: Getantigens, Getsignals,
Calculateinter, Updatecumul
2Respectively safe, danger and PAMP signals
3That is a many to many relations
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weights are also gotten by an expert. Actually, each DC samples i antigens. Main
weights matrix supposed by main work which has been made by Greensmith. Ref.[23]
are used in research. It is defined as below:
Weight coefficient matrix (WCM) = f
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Signals PAMP SS DS
CSM 2 1 2
smDC 0 0 2
mDC 2 1 −2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ (2)
The DC cumulative output signals (CSM, smDC, mDC) perform two roles: first, to
decide what is an antigen type, and to suppress sampling the data. Furthermore, the
MCAV is calculated by dividing the number of DCs in mature context that Agi has
caused migrating them, by the total number of presented DCs have sampled to Agi
when no immature DC didnt remain in population.
MCAV =
No. of mature DCs
Total No. of DCs
(3)
The degree of anomaly of a given antigen is assessed by the MCAV. Antigens MCAV
values are compared with a determined anomalous threshold (at). It is defined as
below:
at =
No. of anomalious data items (an)
Total No. of data items(tn)
(4)
Those antigens have MCAV values greater than this threshold, and are classified into
anomalous category while the others will be normal. The determination of this can
be obtained by calculating reflection of the potential danger rate in distribution of
incoming data between normal class and abnormal one. Besides, the MCAV values are
discrete; 0 or 1, so it creates problem in our hybridization idea. In next sections, we
have observed that some of these above equations do not have minimum proficiency
to be used to contiguous problems like network anomaly detection.
4. Proposed system
In order to propose a semi-supervised classifier based on the DT concept, we improved
the DCA original version proposed in Ref.[20]. Although, it is not tailored to ID
problem by default, it does not have some complexities of process strategy against
the most of meta-heuristic algorithms like ACO, BHA, PSO, GA and etc. All of them
solve ID problem by a centralized approach [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 35, 36]; to search for finding
the best optimum centroids among candidate solutions. Tests have accomplished
in Sec.5 confirm this fact. The immune inspired DCAs decentralized processing
method in the binary classification is the reason why we adopted it as a defense
shield and a good option for our purpose. To identify attacks at least with a tolerable
false positive error is promising. Calculating the DS has been done differently
from two other signals in Ref.[20]. It needs the incoming data be pre-ordered on
class column while entails to a challenge. Thus, the danger signal processing is
very important since it has a direct relevancy to pass false negative errors. When
greater number of antigens are incorrectly recognized to normality, the possibility
of FNR will be higher. In our mind, both of normal and abnormal samples of the
train set (self) in addition of new labeled antigens which can be easily used to ad-
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dress this problem if we disregard the analysis of these innate features from traffic flow.
4.0.0.1. An idea . We used self-data in order to obviate challenge of being
preordered. At first, minimum Euclidean distances between each antigen and all
normal and abnormal selves are calculated separately. Then, antigen will be labeled
to abnormal and added it to self-abnormal set if its minimum distance from the
self-normal set is more than its minimum distance from the self-abnormal (Alg.2), and
vice versa. Also, as stated in Sec3.1, calculated CSM signal can be a good measure to
check migration terms of DCs since it is computed through weighted sum equation
(Eq.1). Thus, the MT value must be predetermined in each run cycle of algorithm.
But, it has usually a constant value in all phases of the DCA runs. So, some questions
may raise as follows:
4.0.0.2. Question . Could the MT be merely dependent on the subset of attributes
mapped to the input signals and be dynamically provided meantime each running
cycle of the DCA? If so, will it impress classification performance?
4.0.0.3. An idea . Flexibility for determining the MT. In Alg.2 (Fig.5 at appendix),
a constant MT value which is determined by user in range of [0, 1] for all run cycles, is
requisite for migration of DCs. It will take place only if the CSM values exceed MT. As
regards, the CSM calculation relies on input signals based on weight coefficients and
also each dendritic cell has a different CSM value, it seems that the MT mostly takes
effect from processed input signals which are variable cell by cell and cycle by cycle.
Therefore, necessity of the MTs flexibility is required. So, Eq.5 is proposed to compute
the MT value dynamically. Its proof for practicality is performed in experiment section.
It is defined as below:
mt = [(F (PPAMP )× 2) + (F (PSS)) + (F (PDS)× 2)] (5)
Where, PPAMP , PSS , PDS are probabilities of three input signals for immature DCs in
real range of [0, 1]. Also, either mean or median criteria can be taken for F function.
Coefficients are respectively 2, 1 and 2 refer to WCM (Eq.2)
4.0.0.4. An idea . Procedure of sampling multiplied antigens vector 4. According
to the Sec3.1 , DCs settle on positions of traffic samples when they want to inspect.
Though, no strategy or idea has been adopted on the GetAntigen() function but
randomly sampling entails the DCA to provide undesirable results in several cycles in
each time. This leads to uncertainty. Whereas it must be accomplished by biological
behaviors of DCs in tissues, we proposed a novel strategy which exactly acts based on
its immunological functionalities of dendritic cells as below. Its proof for practicality
is performed in the experiment section. It is defined as below, Calculating radiuses of
coverage:
4Vector are created from network traffic samples
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PresentradiusDC = [
SizeofV ector(j)
max(SizeofV ector(j))
]× F (dist(DCj , i))
SizeofV ector(j) = [Rand(minCloneRange,maxCloneRange)×
Sizeof tissuesj ] + Sizeof tissuesj
(6)
Where, Sizeof tissuesj is number of antigens into j
th tissue; j ∈ [1, number of ce
ll, tissues], i is ith antigen per n exist into jth tissue, F can be either mean or median,
SizeofV ector(j) is also Clonevector rate as to j
th tissue includes n antigens to specify
Antigenvector. Clone indicator really means maximum length that vector can possess.
Fig.3 shows how each antigen is multiplied. Eq.6 gives us a value that we can consider
it as hyper shape radius which creates area about DC. So, sampling antigens by one
DC depends on cell coverage. The determination of radius of coverage depends on
two things: (1) measuring Euclidian distance between inspector DC to other pervaded
antigens, (2) The rate of multiplication for that inspected antigen. Actually, DC must
sample antigens which have overlapping with them into its coverage. Fig.3 clearly
illustrates our strategy for sampling.
Figure 3. An illustration for non-randomly sampling antigens by DC on ith tissue, DC locates on Ag6s
position and begins to check up coverage by sampling
4.0.0.5. An example . Assume that we have 10 tissues and the second one includes
three types of antigens. Min and max ranges of antigen clone are also between 0.15
and 0.35. So, Clonevector is calculated as below:
Sizeof tissue(2)← 3,
Clonevector(j = 2)← [Rand(0.15, 0.35)× 3] + 3,
yields−−−→ [Rand(0.15, 0.35)︸ ︷︷ ︸
0.25
×3] + 3→ 3.75 ≈ 4; 3 ≤ Clonevector(2) ≤ 6
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Now, Distributing SizeofV ector(i) into antigens:
IF
{
dist(Ag1 toAg2)← 0.17
dist(Ag1 toAg3)← 0.36
dist(Ag2 toAg3)← 0.59
⇒
 PresentradiusDC1 = [ 46 ]×
F︷ ︸︸ ︷
mean(0.17, 0.36)→ 0.1767
PresentradiusDC2 = [
4
6
]×mean(0.17, 0.59)→ 0.2534
PresentradiusDC3 = [
4
6
]×mean(0.36, 0.59)→ 0.6334]
yields−−−→
 {Ag2.Ag3.Ag3.Ag3} are sampled by DC1{Ag1.Ag3.Ag3.Ag3} are sampled by DC2{Ag1.Ag1.Ag1.Ag2} are sampled by DC3
yields−−−→

rAg2 ← (0.1767−0.17)[(0.1767−0.17)+(0.1767−0.36)] × 0.17→ 0.006,
rAg1 ← (0.2534−0.17)[(0.2534−0.17)+(0.2534−0.59)] × 0.17→ 0.0337,
rAg1 ← (0.6334−0.36)[(0.6334−0.36)+(0.6334−0.59)] × 0.36→ 0.3107,
;

rAg3 ← (0.1767−0.36)[(0.1767−0.17)+(0.1767−0.36)] × 0.36→ 0.347
rAg3 ← (0.2534−0.59)[(0.2534−0.17)+(0.2534−0.59)] × 0.59→ 0.472
rAg2 ← (0.6334−0.59)[(0.6334−0.36)+(0.6334−0.59)] × 0.59→ 0.081
According to Alg1. line of 4, antigen set is divided into cell tissues. Two nominal
attributes of protocol and service of UNSW-NB15 dataset are utilized for this
purpose. They have been highlighted on Tab.7 at appendix.
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Algorithm 1 The proposed pseudo code for data sampling
1: Input: S=AntigenSet . Mn=minAgCloneSz . Mx=maxAgCloneSz . Sg=Signal .
Pr=Probabilitiesof InputSignalV alues . MT=MigrationThreshold
2: Output: E=SetofMigratedCells . U=SetofUnmigratedCells . C=CellContext
3: /∗ Detection Phase ∗/
4: tissues=divide S to cell tissues based on Protocol − Service attributes
5: for each tissues do
6: SizeofV ector(i) = [RANDOM(Mn,Mx)× Sizeof tissues(i)] + Sizeof tissues(i)
7: for each selected DC into tissues(i) do
8: −Get the Antigen :Distance Antigens to DC←Determine Euclidian distance DC from antigens
into tissue(i).
9: − Distributing SizeofV ector(i) into antigen is toward DC coverage, its clone rate will be higher
and vice versa.
10: R← Calculate DC radiuses utilizing Eq.6
11: /∗ Preprocessing antigens by DC ∗/
12: for each antigens of tissues(i) do
13: /∗ Overlapping between DC & Ag ∗/
14: if (R+ rAg(i)) > Dist(DCfromAg(i)) then
15: /∗ Signal Assessment ∗/
16: − Get the Sg
17: − Calculate interim output signals (Eq.1)
18: − Update the cumulative output signals (Eq.1)
19: /∗ requisite for migration ∗/
20: if cumulative CSM > MT then
21: − Remove the DC population
22: − Assign the C to DC
23: /∗ Context assessment phase ∗/
24: if cumulativeSemi ≤ cumulativeMat then
25: if CellContext ≥ 0.50 then
26: − Add DC to E.Matcells
27: end if
28: else
29: if CellContext < 0.50 then
30: − Add DC to E.Semicells
31: end if
32: end if
33: − Termination the DC and Add a naive DC to the population
34: else
35: − Add DC to U to sample again
36: end if
37: − DC back to population
38: end if
39: end for
40: end for
41: end for
Algorithm 2 The proposed pseudocode to make antigen set preordered
1: INPUT: S=AntigenSet . SN=SelfNormal . SA=SelfAbnormal
2: OUTPUT: O = PreOrderedAntigenSet
3: for all Agi ∈ S do
4: CandidatedistN = minEuclidian distance(Agi fromSN)
5: CandidatedistA = minEuclidian distance(Agi fromSA)
6: if CandidatedistN > CandidatedistA then
7: AgiLABLE ← Abnormal
8: AddAgi to SA
9: else
10: AgiLABLE ← Normal
11: AddAgi to SN
12: end if
13: end for
14: O = SORT ′S′ based onClasslabels
15: RETURN O
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According to Alg.2, unlabeled antigens with labeled ones are used to make antigen
set as preordered. Therefore, two candidate distance values are calculated based on
Euclidian distance between Agi from self-sets. We need this process to generate danger
signal by Information Gain (IG) method (Line 5 from Alg.3). In tests, we adopted IG
to compute input signals. Two SS and PAMP signals are obtained in the same way,
but the DS has a difference strategy. Ref.[20] has been precisely described how to
compute these three input signal values through IG. We subsequently proposed our
improved DCA.
Algorithm 3 Pseudocode of the proposed DCA
1: Input: S=AntigenSet . T=TrainSet . Mn = minAgCloneSz . Mx = maxAgCloneSz . WeightMatrix .
Sg = Signal . Pr=Probabilitiesof InputSignalV alues . MT=MigrationThreshold
2: Output: E=SetofMigratedCells . MCAV
3: /∗ Preprocessing ∗/
4: − Sort S to make it preordered (Alg.2)
5: − Select best method to compute input signals. i.e. the information Gain (IG)
6: − Compute MT adopting Pr and Weight Coefitients (Eq.2 and Eq.5)
7: /∗ Detection Phase ∗/
8: while U is not empty do
9: [E,U,C]← Sampling Antigens(S,Mn,Mx, Sg, Pr,MT ) Alg.1
10: /∗ Classification phase ∗/
11: for all E.Semicells do
12: SemiDCs(Agi)← Semicells(Agi)−min(Semicells)max(Semicells)−min(Semicells)
13: end for
14: for all E.Matcells do
15: MatDCs(Agi)← Matcells(Agi)−min(Matcells)max(Matcells)−min(Matcells)
16: end for
17: for all memberofE do
18: if C(i) ≥ 0.50 then
19: MCAV (i)← mean( MatDCs(i)
MatDCs(i)+SemiDCs(i)
,
E(i).Present
E(i).Clone
)
20: else
21: MCAV (i)← mean( SemiDCs(i)
MatDCs(i)+SemiDCs(i)
,
E(i).Clone−E(i).Present
E(i).Clone
)
22: end if
23: end for
24: end while
Regarding Alg.3, there are seven input and two output parameters. In each
iteration cycle of the algorithm, we have two calls related with algorithms 1 and 2 on
lines 4 and 9 that algorithm 1 (sampling antigens function) takes a number of input
parameters. Among these parameters, the MT and the input signal probabilities
are calculated as variables in each run cycle and have some dynamic value. We also
made changes to the MCAV calculation that are observable. In the case of parameter
setting, MT, minAgCloneSz and maxAgCloneSz parameters are single values where
the MT value is dynamically changed according to the size of the CSM signal in each
run cycle of the whole algorithm. A significant point is clone size of antigens which
we can determine a range for them. If this range is [a,b] that a is minAgCloneSz
and b is maxAgCloneSz, this means that a hypothetical antigens clone rate can be
random variable between a and b. In addition, the parameter of Pr determines the
probability of input signals in the range [0,1] as a percentage in Algorithm 1. At the
output of the Sampling antigens function, the three parameters E, U, C respectively
specify the values of the migrated, non-migrated cells and the context values for the
cells. Algorithm 3 continues until the size of the set U is zero and all cells migrate, so
the number of execution cycles depends on the size of this parameter. Fig.4 illustrates
the general procedure of the proposed method.
11
Fig.4 General procedure of the proposed method
5. Experimental and Results
In order to evaluate our proposed defensive shield, in this section, the required simula-
tion was accomplished with traffic samples uniformly random derived from a reliable
network intrusion dataset, the UNSW-NB15 dataset provided by University of New
South Wels [24]. The involved attacks of the UNSW-NB15 data set were categorized
into nine types as following: Fuzzers, Analysis, Backdoor, DoS, Exploit, Generic, Re-
connaissance, Shellcode, and Worm. Table.7 at appendix shows its attributes in details.
Also, the involved features of this dataset are classified into six groups as follows: flow,
basic, time, additional generated and labelled features. And in total, it has 49 at-
tributes. It is one of the newest IDS datasets which has been recommended to use in
ID problems instead of the former datasets like KDDCup99. Our proposed technique
is simulated with a classic computer Intel Core i5-3230M CPU @ 2.60Hz, 4.00 GB
Ram equipped with the MATAB R2018b environment.
5.1. Evaluation criteria
Following performance measures were utilized for evaluating the proposed method:
The Detection rate (DR), False Positive Rate (FPR), False Negative Rate (FNR), and
Accuracy Rate (ACC) and complements of them in addition to Correlation Coefficient
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(cc) and CID which relatively appears unfamiliar in this case [27].
DR =
Noof attacks that are correctly classified as attack
TotalNo. of attacks in the test dataset
× 100
FPR =
No. of normal that are uncorrectly classified as attack
Total No. of normal in the test dataset
× 100
FNR =
No. of anomaly that are uncorrectly classified as normal
Total No. of anomaly in the test dataset
× 100
ACC =
No. of correctly classified as samples
TotalNo. of samples in the test dataset
× 100
cc =
(TP × TN)− (FP × FN)√
(TP + FN)× (TP + FP )× (TN + FP )× (TN + FN)
(7)
Where, cc ∈ [−1, 1]. The cc value closer to -1 indicates that the predictive rate for the
classification performance is inconsistent with reality. According to the information
theory-based equations given on Ref.[27], Simplification of CID depends on three
NPV 5 , PPV 6 and Base (B 7) rates.
PPV ← P (I|A) = P (I, A)
P (A)
+
P (I)P (A|I)
P (I)P (A|I) + P (¬I)P (A|¬I)
NPV ← P (¬I|¬A) = (1−B)(1− α)
(1−B)(1− α) +Bβ
(8)
Where, I and A are respectively intrusion and alarm, α, β are FP and FN. By replacing
quantities to these relations, we simplified them as bellows to be utilizable:
PPV =
B.TP
B.TP + B¯.FP
, NPV =
(1−B).(1− FP )
(1−B)(1− FP ) +B.FN
CID = −B(1− β)log(PPV )−B(1− β)log(1−NPV )−
(1−B)(1− α)log(NPV )− (1−B)αlog(1− PPV )
(9)
But, CID was still able to be simplified more:
CID = −B(1− FN)log( B.TP
B.TP + B¯.FP
)−
B(1− FN)log(1− (1−B).(1− FP )
(1−B)(1− FP ) +B.FN )−
(1−B)(1− FP )log( (1−B).(1− FP )
(1−B).(1− FP ) +B.FN )−
(1−B)FPlog(1− B.TP
B.TP + B¯.FP
)
(10)
5Negative predictive value, P (¬I|¬A) is the chance that there is no intrusion, ¬I, when an IDS does not
output an alarm, ¬A
6Positive predictive value, P (I|A) is the chance that an intrusion, I is present when an IDS output an alarm
A
7Base rate, P (I) is the probability that there is an intrusion in the observed audit data, B rate is consider
10−5 by default
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5.1.0.1. Preparation of dataset. We extracted subsets with sizes of 2110 and
20000 network traffic records from UNSW-NB15 respectively for test and train phases
in our experiments. In order that traffic samples would be selected uniformly random,
we used the MATLAB environment. Moreover, the min-max normalization technique
was applied due to the nominal features which can be turned into the numerical ones
and normalized in range of [0,1]. Besides, we embedded a number of unseen attacks
(4.075 percentage means 86 records) into test subset so as to try unseen detection
rates in our proposed system.
5.2. Simulating the behavior of DCs
This part mainly studies on improvement of the standard DCA as a new semi
supervised method in ID problem adopting the proposed ideas. In previous section,
it is mentioned that meta-heuristic techniques arent appropriate to be used in binary
classification of anomalous traffic due to their detection strategy which is centroid
based. As real traffic samples often make entangled clusters with a high density
in problem n-dimensional space causes the binary classification is impossible. So,
incoming data can be divided into multiple normal and abnormal clusters for doing
non-binary classification. In most cases, non-linear methods cannot ever do this task
effectively unlike claim posed in Ref.[26]. According to performed tests in this section,
this claim will not be true in case of network anomaly detection. Hence, utilizing the
AIS distributed methods can be very beneficial. In continue, yields have gotten by
comparisons indicate this fact. Following test stages show improvement procedure of
our proposed algorithm to make this defensive shield against intrusion.
Table.1 Allocate input parameters of the standard DCA (Fig.8 at appendix), a used-defined MT and
random sampling in 8 times of run cycles
No. Selected features mt at runtime (s) m
in
A
g
C
lo
n
e
m
a
x
A
g
C
lo
n
e
1 All 50 50 26.4219 5 10
2 All 40 40 26.4219 5 15
3 All 40 50 17.143 5 25
4 Best Features: 8.9.30.33.41.42 by ref[24] 50 50 15.8608 5 10
5 ” 35 25 15.3479 10 40
6 Middle ranked features: 50 50 26.7069 5 10
4-6.10-11.15.18-26.31-32.40 by ref[24]
7 ” 35 35 16.1472 10 40
8 Achieved by CFA method (ref[28]) 40 40 19.0889 3 10
1-6.8-11.14.18-24.30.32.33.41.42
Table.2 Perf. of the standard DCA (Fig.8 at appendix) in 8 times of run cycles
misClassification Correct Correct
Run. DR FPR FNR ACC rate prediction prediction
normal attack
1 51.4 46.5 48.6 52.0 48.0 33.4 70.8
2 48.2 34.8 51.8 53.5 46.5 36.4 75.2
3 46.3 33.9 53.7 52.5 47.5 35.9 75.0
4 51.0 34.1 49.0 55.6 44.4 38.0 76.7
5 39.4 24.5 60.6 50.7 49.3 36.2 77.9
6 54.3 42.3 45.7 55.4 44.6 36.5 73.9
7 45.9 27.9 54.1 54.1 45.9 37.7 78.3
8 62.6 44.5 37.4 60.4 39.6 40.3 75.5
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According to Alg.3 (line of 6), we utilized Eq.5 for computing variable MT by 20
running cycles. So, the best configuration of input parameters of Alg.3 is obtained as
follows: Mean for F in Eq.5 to compute MT, features of 1-6, 8-11, 14, 18-24, 30, 32-33,
41-42 for selected optimum features by utilizing CFA, 50 for ’at’ parameter, [5, 15]
for range of antigen clone sizes. Results of running Alg.3 through this configuration is
within Tab.8. In general, we tested four approaches of the proposed DCA have been
specified by four colors. (Fig.7)
TABLE 3. Yields for the proposed DC algorithm
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Green 95.0 56.4 5.0 65.3 17.6 3.4 79.0 21.0 85.74 78.77 78.7 80.0 21.3 20.0
Blue 86.2 20.3 13.8 59.2 6.4 9.6 84.2 15.8 88.17 90.24 90.3 72.5 9.7 27.6
Red 65.7 37.4 34.3 45.14 25.70 10.72 64.7 35.3 64.70 63.72 45.4 79.4 54.6 20.6
Violet 94.5 57.0 5.5 64.9 17.8 3.8 78.4 21.6 85.74 78.48 78.5 78.0 21.5 22.0
Light
Blue
95.5 55.2 4.5 65.6 17.3 3.1 79.7 20.3 84.54 79.13 79.2 82.0 20.8 18.0
Orange 62.6 44.5 37.4 43.0 13.9 25.7 60.4 39.6 68.47 75.57 75.5 40.3 24.5 59.7
TABLE 4. Yields for the proposed DCA (Alg.3) by enhancing size of the AG set ten times
Test
Size
Runtime
(S)
Dr FP FN No. of
false
neg-
ative
records
ACC ERR Total
rate of
unseen
attacks
(TP)
Non-
detected
unseen
attacks
(FN)
Light
blue
20000 41.007 94.7 16.6 5.3 77 79.8 20.2 98.76 37 records
Curve 2110 28.368 94.5 57.0 5.5 86 78.4 21.6 79.07 18 records
At first, we simulated the standard DCA (Fig.5), and then tested it eight times under
UNSW-NB15 dataset with 43 attributes on MATLAB environment. Details can be
found on Tab.6 at appendix. In running cycles, the effectiveness of dimensional reduc-
tion on final performance was also analyzed. Although, it is tried to modify some of
weight coefficients in WCM (Eq.2), it didnt comprise good yields.
As it can be considered, obtained results (Tab.2) arent acceptable. Setting best input
values are as follows: 40 for user-defined mt, 50 for ’at’, and 5 and 10 respectively for
min and max clone rates for antigen vector, as well as all of attributes are selected.
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Fig.5 Yields from three tests with applying Eq.6 as radius strategy for sampling in non-randomly way.
Function in a) is max b) is mean c) is median
By analyzing tests, we employed median which can be a becoming standard for mea-
suring coverage radius of dendritic cells. Details are available at Tab.6 at appendix.
So, betterment in sampling is observable from (a) to (c) in Fig.5. We enforced another
test, at this time by utilizing the CFA [28] with ANN as learner classifier which is
a powerful feature selection method inspired by cuttlefish mechanism presented by
Sabry Eesa and et al. (Fig.6)
Here, it is necessary to provide an explanation of the values of the input parameters in
Tab.6 and its effect on the output performance of the proposed system. Whatever the
radius of presenting of DCs (rows 1 and 2 in Tab.6) be higher, the false positive error
will be increased. As an instance, in row 2 of this table, the two maximum and mean
criteria are respectively selected for the two parameters of radius of presenting of DCs
and dynamic migration threshold, which its result is increase in detection rate and
a significant decrease in false negative rate and an increase in accuracy and positive
rates. Although the increase in false negative is highly undesirable, the classifier is suc-
cessful when both of its false positive and false negative rates is low. Therefore, care
must be taken in selecting the criterion type for these two sensitive input parameters.
Fig.6 Curves belong to experiment of the proposed DCA (Alg.3) by utilizing Eq.6 (F was median) and
values from Tab.3
Notice that the mean was selected for F parameter in Eq.5. DCA Classification phase
is finally performed by checking status of all migrated DCs. This means that it is
checked for each AG and how many mature/semi-mature migrated cells have sampled
it during DCA processes in detection phase. If number of mature cells be greater
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than semi-mature ones, it is likely that AG possesses anomalous pattern (attack).
This probability will be higher when the difference between the number of mature
and semi-mature cells is a lot.
Hitherto, we showed the effectiveness of our proposed ideas in Sec.4. Fig.7 compre-
hensively exposes efficacy rate of proposed ideas in improvements of the original
DC mechanism while sampling antigens are accomplished in both random and
non-random ways (Eq.6) as compared to centroid based approaches like the Black
hole clustering algorithm. It is proposed by Hatamlou and is actually inertia version
of PSO which is widely used in classification problems. Curves with and without
using the dimensional reduction method (CFA) also provide a better detection rate in
condition of any prior training deficiency while this rate for BHA was 65.7. Whereas
it is shown the DR of blue curve (86.2) is clearly a few lower than other approaches
which Eq.6 has been used for them. Chromatic blue curve belongs to the condition
that non-random sampling was adopted. In like manner, the violet, green and light
blue belong to simulated Alg.3. As shown from following Chart, it must be worked on
distributed sampling proposed on Eq.6, especially blue curve, better than before.
So as to analyze unseen data detection rates (UDR), we enhanced the size of
test subset from 2110 to 20000 records (tenfold). At gained set, the number of
embedded unseen attacks were 3000 records (15 percentage). In test of light blue
curve, UDR was 79.07 means just 18 from total 87 unseen anomalies which have
been detected under previous test set that was not so ideal. According to Tab.4, 37
samples were detected as unseen anomalies from total 77 samples which wrongly were
classified as normal profiles (FNR). Ordinarily, error rate due to detected unseen
anomalies (UFNR) will be raised meantime increasing time and cost complexities
while test size was increased. So, we showed raising UDR from 79.07 to 98.76 in Tab.4.
Fig.7 Comparative results obtained from final experiment of the improved DCA (Alg.3)
5.2.0.1. Analysis by CID criterion. There is a criterion called Capability of
Intrusion Detection that firstly was proposed in Ref.[27] and strongly recommended
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to be used in evaluations. It is used in cases that ROC curves cross each other like
Fig.7, in such cases, both TP and FP are raised or reduced together so it is impossible
to analyze which one of curves has better performance. It is defined in Eq.10. Though
it is based on information theory, we simplified it as follows so as to be more useable:
The probability of intrusion presence on test set, Base rate B = 10−5 by default.
Depending on Tab.5, the blue and the light blue with respectively 3.6443 and 10.4493
scores, are most capable among other methods. The use of CFA as the feature
selection phase shows its influence on the superiority of the Light blue approach to
green. In approaches with blue and violet colors, there is no method for sampling and
it is random by default. The impact of the use of CFA on both green and light blue
approaches has been positive in terms of CID rates. As contest between methods with
violet, light blue and green colors and the influence of CFA usage in light blue curve
compared with green ones is observable.
Table.5 Competitive analysis of the DCA approaches
Method (by Color) Capability of Intrusion Detection
Green 3.5753
Blue 10.4493
Red 2.3315
Violet 3.5311
Light Blue 3.6443
Orange 1.1769
6. Conclusion and future directions
In this research, we deeply studied improving the immune based DCA mechanism
in anomaly detection problem. Its immunological background helped us much to
inspiration. At this proposed semi-supervised classifier, DCs present antigens siting on
their coverages non-randomly. Mobility of migration threshold, non-random antigen
sampling and necessity for antigen set to be preordered are among problems that were
addressed well. Concerning the results of the experiments, although the detection rate
of the proposed approach using the non-random sampling idea was high, its intrusion
detection capability is weaker than the default case of random sampling. However,
detection rate of unseen attacks in the proposed method was also promising. But
technically, achieving higher CID with higher DR is feasible, and this depends more
on the application of the sampling criteria type (mean, median, etc.) as well as the
correct evaluation of the input signals in the signal assessment phase. It shows that
the proposed system still needs to be worked on and can complementary be a future
plan for research.
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Appendix
Fig.8 Pseudo code of the original version of the DCA, taken by Ref.[20]
Table.6 Best configurations for eight approaches of the proposed DCA in the first antigen set (average 20
times of tests)
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1 5 10 mean median 21 0.178856 90.1 51.2 48.8 9.9 77.2 22.8
2 3 10 mean median 21 0.176326 92.8 52.7 47.3 7.2 78.6 21.4
3 3 15 mean median 21 0.223302 91.7 52.9 47.1 8.3 77.7 22.3
4 5 15 max median 21 0.186085 93.6 57.6 42.4 6.4 77.6 22.4
5 5 15 max mean 21 0.225727 97 63.2 36.8 3 78.2 21.8
6 5 15 median mean 21 0.20068 95.5 62.9 37.1 4.5 77.3 22.7
7 5 15 median median 21 0.181126 90.8 52.4 47.6 9.2 77.3 22.7
8 5 15 mean mean 21 0.202256 95.1 55.8 44.2 4.9 79.2 20.8
Best proposed approach for setting DCA’ input parameter
9 5 15 AVG median 21 0.255311 95.9 59.2 40.8 4.1 78.7 21.3
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Table.7 The features of the UNSW-NB15 dataset (taken by Ref.[24])
# Name description
1 scrip Source IP address
2 sport Source port number
3 dstip Destination IP address
4 dsport Destination port numner
5 proto Protocol type, such as TCP, UDP.
6 state The states and its dependent protocol e.g., CON.
7 dur Row total duration
8 sbytes Source to destination bytes.
9 dbytes Destination to source bytes.
10 sttl Source to destination time to live.
11 dttl Destination to source time to live.
12 sloss Source packets retransmitted or dropped.
13 dloss Destination packets retransmitted or dropped.
14 service Such as http, ftp, smtp, ssh, dns and ftp-data.
15 sload Source bits per second.
16 dload Destination bits per second.
17 spkts Source to destination packet count.
18 dpkts Destination to source packet count.
19 swin Source TCP window advertisement value.
20 dwin Destination TCP window advertisement value.
21 Stcpb Source TCP base sequence number.
22 dtcpb Destination TCP base sequence number.
23 smeansz Mean of the packet size transmitted by the srcip.
24 dmeansz Mean of the packet size transmitted by the dstip.
25 trans depth The connection of http request/response transaction.
26 res bdy len The content size of the data transferred from http.
27 sjit Source jitter.
28 djit Destination jitter.
29 stime Row start time.
30 ltime Row last time.
31 sintpkt Source inter-packet arrival time.
32 dintpkt Destination inter-packet arrival time.
33 tcprtt Setup round-trip time, the sum of ’synack’ and ’ackdat’.
34 synack The time between the SYN and the SYN ACK packets.
35 ackdat The time between the SYN ACK and the ACK packets.
36 is sm ips ports If srcip (1) = dstip (3) and sport (2) = dsport (4), assign 1 else 0.
37 ct state ttl No. of each state (6) according to values of sttl (10) and dttl (11).
38 ct flw http mthd No. of methods such as Get and Post in http service.
39 is ftp login If the ftp session is accessed by user and password then else 0.
40 ct ftp cmd No of flows that has a command in ftp session.
41 ct srv src No. of rows of the same service (14) and srcip (1) in 100 rows.
42 ct srv dst No. of rows of the same service (14) and dstip (3) in 100 rows.
43 ct dst ltm No. of rows of the same dstip (3) in 100 rows.
44 ct src ltm No. of rows of the srcip (1) in 100 rows.
45 ct src dport ltm No of rows of the same srcip (1) and the dsport (4) in 100 rows.
46 ct dst sport ltm No of rows of the same dstip (3) and the sport (2) in 100 rows.
47 ct dst src ltm No of rows of the same srcip (1) and the dstip (3) in 100 rows.
48 Attack cat The name of each attack category.
49 Label 0 for normal and 1 for attack records
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